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Since 1993 Apr Luxury Linen 
has taken on board your 

yachts tailoring quality and 
prestigious Italian fabrics. 

Inspired by a deep marine culture, 
a great passion for the 
Italian excellence and 

tailored products, it immediately 
became a prestigious firm of yachting 

bespoke luxury linen.

Led by two generations with 
a single common thread, 

our company 
aims at creating an on board 
environment consistent with 

yacht design and owner personality.
An emotion driven experience,

through a rich selection of fabrics,

colors, and decorations.









ITALIAN’S TAILOR MADE

It’s in our laboratory
in Sestri Levante that magic happens: 

precious fabrics are turned into 
unique linen collections.

APR Luxury linen’s distinguishing 
trait is the ability to create 

tailor-made linen collections 
thanks to the rich technical drawing 

database available. 
Over the past 25 years we have been 
meticulously collecting data to reach 

this unprecedented proficiency.









BESPOKE

Our passion for excellence 
and for unique tailored products 

are APR Luxury Linen’s 
main principles. 

Our team dedicates itself to 
the creation of exclusive products 

of unparalleled quality.

Processes are driven by sensations. 
It’s a journey through a 

wide selection of natural fibers 
as cotton, wood, linen, hemp, wool 

and silk - a vast selection of 
structures, weights, nautical 

treatments in a wide variety of thread 
counts that reaches the prestigious 1400tc. 

An endless range of decorations, 
colors and embroidered 

customized linen.

This is our bespoke experience.





PARTNERING WITH ITALIAN CRAFTSMANSHIP'S

The excellences

of the Italian craftsmanship

in partnership

with Azimut Benetti Yachts. 

Thus the Leader

in the yachting industry

ensures its clients

a unique experience,

combining technology, design

with the care and emotion

that only the highest Italian

craftsmanship products

can offer.





The
exclusive
Azimuth
jacquard
linen collection



Bed sheets & towel set
Available from your Azimut dealer



THE EXCLUSIVE AZIMUT JACQUARD

The combination of fine yarns

woven in Italy,

combined with the Azimut style

allowed the creation

of a prestigious jacquard fabric

exclusively made

for the Azimut's yachts owners.

An elegant jacquard 100% satin cotton,

available in white and oyster,

that brings charm and exclusivity

on your yacht.





AN EXCLUSIVE LINEN COLLECTION

A set of linen created

matching Azimut's stylistic standards.

A selection

of the best Italians fabrics.

Two collections

for every yachts interior.

100% made in Italy.

Those are the ingredients

of the excellence.



Duvet
Available in white / white jacquard - ivory / oyster jacquard



Bathrobe with hood or shawl
Available in white / white jacquard - ivory / oyster jacquard



Place mat
Available in white / white jacquard - ivory / oyster jacquard



OUR PHILOSOPHY

We create an on board environment in 
step with the style of 

your yacht in order to make 
your journey charming and glamorous.

 

SOCIAL RESPONSABILITY

The human being and the 
environment are the 

heart of our philosophy. 

Through the Global Organic Textile 
Standard (GOTS) we guarantee 

organic textile products obtained in 
compliance with stringent 

environmental and social criteria 
applied at all the levels of production. 
From the natural fibers collection on 

the fields, to the subsequent 
manufacturing phase, up to the 

labeling of the final product.



CERTIFICATIONS

Our fabrics comply with the 
OEKO-TEX certification criteria 

which guarantees eco-compatibility 
and the absence of harmful 

substances. Global Organic Textile 
Standard (GOTS) guarantees to 

the consumer that organic textile 
products have been obtained in 

compliance with stringent 
environmental and social criteria 
applied at all levels of the REACH 

production. The latter ensures a great 
level of protection for human and 

environmental health.



bespoke linen made in Italy
www.aprluxurylinen.com/aprforazimut


